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Prison, the master of
annihilation, can kill even books. It
gave these books its muted yellow
colour. Mites feasted on their pages,
and moisture eroded them.
Nevertheless, the great thoughts
captured in written words refused
to die away, resisting many years of
oblivion, waiting for us, as we
waited for them.
If the importance of books can be
measured by their impact on the
reader, those books were the best.
Three books, three breaks in the
walls, gave meaning to our empty
days, and a new horizon to our
shared existence, already losing its
pulse. The first book was from the
Andalucian philosopher Ibn Rashid
(Averroes), the second was “The
Bridge over the Drina” by the
Bosnian writer Ivo Andric. And the
third, “Adrift in Soho” by the English
writer, Colin Wilson.
We were about seventy men in
there, in a stable re-named a
“ward”, half of us teachers and
doctors, as many graduates of
foreign universities. All eager to
read whatever was readable. At
first, when we arrived, everyone
was eager to talk, to exchange
ideas, to show off their relative
wealth in the currency of the mind.
But after a year of full-time lectures
and heated disputations, when all
the information had been
exchanged in all directions, from
personal details to every fact we
possessed, we settled down into
stagnation. You speak — I know
what you’re going to say. I have a
thought — you know what it is.
All knowledge has been evenly
distributed, everybody knows
everything everybody else knows.
Eventually, we were even dreaming
alike. Dreaming of each other. Even
in your dreams, the others are you,
are inside you and there with you.
So when the books came, it was
a new injection of life, of air, to
refresh our stagnation. Everybody
tried to read into them as much as
possible, to get out of them everything he could — even things the
author didn’t know were there.
Three books — seventy readers.
We divided up the days from six in
the morning until twelve at night,
and made a schedule for who would
read which, in what order. And
suddenly a change came over our
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lives; they centred round those
books. Lucky the man who was ten
pages ahead of another; he knew
better, and more. We ran seminars
about the books, and suddenly
people who worked in their previous
lives as teachers or professors —
and as I said, there were many of
us — found a way of reminding the
others how successful they’d been in
their careers.
And always there were people
competing to get ahead. A group of
us would take a nap by day, and
wake up at three or four in the
morning to win a book and two or
three hours of free reading, while the
others lay, rolled up in their military
blankets like long rows of mummies,
or sardines in a huge can.
In that mysterious air with its
faint yellow light, I opened the
doors of prison to find myself hand
in hand with Colin Wilson, walking
in the heart of London. So when,
finally, for the first time ever, a
plane touched down on the runway
at Heathrow with me among its
passengers, London was a place
I knew. I knew the Soho streets,
I had strolled them before, with
him, when my body was still locked
up. I knew London through a lover
who wrote about her with that
touch of bitterness, that sense of
deception and failure, of a great
romantic who somehow cannot get
satisfaction from his beloved.
That was the dream. In reality,
I spent the first year looking at
underground maps, drawing and
connecting grids of lines between
refugee centres, the Home Office,
solicitors, tube stations and everchanging addresses in bad-smelling
hostels.
Even letters had difficulty in
finding me. And some of them
eventually gave up. I was adrift
indeed, not in Soho with Colin, but
on the way to yet another hostel.
And London rejected me, before
I had a chance to add my name to
her neglected lovers.
Hassan Bahri came to the
Medical Foundation from Syria.
He wrote this piece as a member of
Write to Life, the Medical
Foundation writing group. From its
founding seven years ago, Write to
Life has grown to encompass twenty
writers from Syria, Cameroon,

Democratic Republic of Congo,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Palestinian
territories, Somalia, South Africa,
Iran, Albania and Kurdistan. Seven
professional writers volunteer as
mentors. Write to Life members have
participated in courses at the Arvon
Foundation in Devon, where some of
them also saw the English
countryside for the first time. This
August, they will make their third
trip to Edinburgh, where their work
will be read as part of the
Edinburgh Literary Festival.
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Care of Victims of Torture
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provides care and rehabilitation to
survivors of torture and other forms
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Letters
Ilan Pappe
To the Editor:
I write with regard to Malcolm
Levitt’s article on Ilan Pappe’s talk
(Viewpoint, 17 May 2006). While
I do not agree with the individual
who protested against the
University giving Professor Pappe a
public platform, I do wish to clarify
why some people have strong
objections to aspects of Pappe’s
views on the Israel/Palestine
conflict. There is some truth in
Pappe’s charge that Israel was, so
to speak, born in “original sin”:
Israel’s independence in 1948 was,
tragically, accompanied by mass
population movements and in some
cases expulsions designed to create
a state with a Jewish majority
(though there is a great deal of
debate among historians about how
the events of 1948 unfolded), and
the current plans to set final
borders for Israel are also
motivated by the desire to keep
Israel Jewish. But this is not
racism, and as an historian of
modern Jewry I must differ strongly
with Pappe’s claim (as summarised
by Levitt) that “the status of Israel
as an explicitly Jewish state [has]
unavoidable racist consequences”
and that any two-state solution will
only bring about a “ghetto state”
which will be “permanently
obsessed with its racial purity”.

Neither the Zionist movement nor
the state of Israel itself have ever
held to a notion of “racial purity”,
and the attempt to draw a
conceptual link between Nazi
ideology and that of its intended
victims is truly misguided (not to
mention offensive). Zionism is a
national liberation movement which
holds that, more than the Jewish
faith, what binds Jews of all lands
together is the concept of a Jewish
nation, whose historic homeland is
Erets Yisrael, the Land of Israel.
Seeing as Jews live on many
continents and their skin colour
comes in almost every shade from
white to black, Zionism could hardly
have espoused a racist ideology —
indeed, if there is any racism in
Israel, it is that which has plagued
Jewish society within the state
(Jews of European heritage held the
reins of power in the early years of
the state and official institutions
often discriminated openly against
Jews from Middle Eastern
countries). The metaphor of “racial
purity” is a red herring; Israel seeks
a Jewish majority because (1)
Zionism dictates that the Jewish
people can only be fully free in a
state of its own and (2) history has
shown that Jews are only fully
secure in a state of their own.
Simply put, this is a matter of a
national/ethnic group desiring
sovereignty in its own country,
surely not a foreign idea to Europe
or European history. One need only
acquaint oneself slightly with the
contours of the last two thousand
years of Jewish history — and
especially the last hundred — to
understand why Israeli Jews feel
that agreeing to minority status is
tantamount to signing their own
death warrant. I offer these
observations to bring some
historical accuracy to a debate in
which it is so often lacking.
Natan Meir
Lecturer in History; Member of the
Parkes Institute for the Study of
Jewish/non-Jewish Relations
Dear Editor,
I very strongly disagree with most
of the points made in the article by
Malcolm Levitt on the talk of Ilan
Pappe in Viewpoint issue 451.
Levitt’s open and full support of
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Pappe on a (regardless of one’s
standpoint) highly controversial
subject would have required careful
editing. This was not the case and
raises questions in regard to the
journalistic standards of Viewpoint.
This is a one-sided, highly
opinionated and emotional article
which expresses the views of Ilan
Pappe. Nothing is said about the
many serious critics of Pappe in
Israel and abroad.
Two points made by Levitt are
particularly disturbing:
1.) On page 2 Levitt states: “The
concept of a Jewish state is surely
inextricable from ethnic cleansing.”
This is a general comment with
very grave implications. I wonder
why he did put in the word “surely”.
This can be interpreted as a call for

questioning Israel’s existence, a
position shared by extremists and
terror groups who do not hesitate to
murder innocent civilians in Israel
in large numbers.
2.) On page 3 Levitt states that
Pappe and implicitly he himself
support anti-Israel boycotts because
“nothing positive will happen, if
Israel is left to its own devices.”
Again, I find the implications of this
sentence very upsetting. One
wonders what other means are
justifiable beyond a boycott. This is
a very sensitive matter in light of
persisting calls by terrorists calling
for the destruction of Israel.
I have no objections to exchanging
controversial opinions in a public
forum but obviously in a courteous
and objective way, especially within
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the context of a university. This
article expresses very problematic
and one-sided opinions (without any
objective comment on the context),
which are clearly harmful to the
climate of openness and fairness at
this university.
Dr Tobias Brinkmann,
Lecturer in Jewish/non-Jewish
Relations Parkes Institute for
Jewish/non-Jewish Relations
We sent the above two letters to
Malcolm Levitt for comment. His
response is below.
I am very glad that my article on
Ilan Pappe’s lecture has encouraged
debate. In responding to the
criticisms of my article by Drs Meir
and Brinkmann, let me again
emphasize that I am expressing my
own personal views.
Dr Meir asks us to view Zionism
purely as a movement of national
liberation, and to judge it according to
the security a Jewish state
(supposedly) offers to Jewish people
both within and outside Israel. He
also denies that Zionism is a racist
idealogy, citing the wide range of skin
colour of Jewish people within Israel.
To these points I would respond that:
1. As Pappe stated in his talk,
Zionism soon transformed itself
from a movement of national
liberation to a settler-colonial
movement. It cannot be judged
purely on the basis of “what’s good
for the Jews” but also on the impact
of its policies and actions towards
other people.
2. My personal opinion is that the
foundation of Israel has not
improved the net security of Jews
at all, with the exception of the
small numbers of Jewish refugees
from Nazi-occupied Europe who
found a refuge in Palestine before
WW2. After the war, many Jewish
refugees from Europe settled in
Israel, but the vast majority of
them were given no choice but to
move there. Given a free choice, the
majority of Jews would have
emigrated to the USA, but the USA
did not want to have them, neither
before the war, nor after. (I have
heard that Zionist organizations
successfully lobbied the US
congress not to admit the Jewish
refugees to the US, but I do not
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know if there is solid evidence for
this). At present, the existence of
Israel does not improve Jewish
security at all, probably the
contrary. I suspect that in the age
of massive weapons, a crazed
antisemite who is intent on
exterminating as many Jews as
possible would be happy that many
of us are gathered in one place.
3. Dr Meir neglects the crucial
character of Judaism as a racial or a
tribal religion. As he will know full
well, a Jew is not primarily defined
in terms of his or her culture, beliefs,
or skin colour, but by being able to
defend a claim that his or her
mother is a Jew. It is extraordinarily
difficult for a non-Jew to be accepted
as a Jewish convert, and it is
completely impossible for an Israeli
Arab to become Jewish. The racial
exclusivity of Judaism may have
been a harmless curiosity during the
thousands of years of diaspora
existence, but now forms an
explosive combination with military
and political power. Dr Meir seeks to
divert attention from this essential
feature of Zionism by raising the
spurious issue of skin colour.
Dr Brinkmann apparently feels that
the purposes of open debate are
furthered if the editor of a forum
meddles with a submitted article in
order to introduce “balance”.
Articles which depart from a limited
range of permissible views are
branded “one-sided” and
“emotional”. Forums which do not
submit to interference are accused
of not adhering to “journalistic
standards”. It is worth studying
these comments carefully. They
provide much insight into why
articles criticizing the premises of
Zionism are strikingly absent in
mainstream publications.
Dr Brinkmann accuses me of
“questioning Israel’s existence” (I
presume he means “Israel’s right to
exist”). He is right about that. I do
question the right of a Jewish state
to exist, in the same way that I
would question the right of any
state based on a racial classification
to exist — especially if that state
has been founded on ethnic
cleansing. I do not, however,
question the right of a non-racial,
inclusive state with equal rights for
both Jewish and non-Jewish
citizens to exist. But Israel

currently defines itself as a Jewish
state, and Judaism defines itself
racially (using the criterion of
maternal origin). Israel’s right to
exist as a racially-defined Jewish
state should and must be
questioned. There is no getting
away from it, however taboo the
subject is deemed to be, and
however powerful the forces are
which demand that this issue is
declared off-limits.
It is true that many violent and
terrorist organizations also call into
question Israel’s right to exist. So?
A valid question does not become
invalid, depending on who asks it.
An issue should be addressed on its
own merits, not by smearing the
questioner by association.
I do not understand the grave
implications Dr Brinkmann finds in
my use of the word “surely”. It was
placed there purely for emphasis
and as a rhetorical flourish. I do
not think the meaning is changed if
it is removed.
Dr Brinkmann also finds gravely
threatening implications in the
sentence “nothing positive will
happen, if Israel is left to its own
devices.” This was an attempt to
paraphrase Pappe’s description of
the mood within Israel in the
Sharon/Olmert era, the growing
subservience of its intellectuals, and
the feeling of isolation of dissenting
voices within Israel. Pappe
described how important the signs
of international boycott and growing
awareness are for the morale of
Israeli dissidents. As he said many
times, the “buds” of civil society
cannot flourish in the present
climate, in which all debate is being
silenced under the spiral of violence.
Boycott is a non-violent form of
international pressure. Although it
is highly imperfect, it is one of the
few forms for individuals to exert an
influence, given the abdication of
our politicians on this very
important issue. Pappe believes it to
be an effective and positive tool, and
I trust him on that.
Having said that, I cannot
personally support the Natfhe form
of the boycott, which appears to
require policing the personal views
of individual Israeli academics.
Yours sincerely,
Malcolm Levitt

